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Abstract 

 

Proliferation of wireless sensor network applications has led towards 

identification of a large number of techniques which can be used to locate the 

position of nodes in adhoc wireless sensor networks. Localization in wireless 

sensor networks pertains to computation of position of nodes with respect to 

some coordinate system. Localization is needed for reporting the origin of 

events, assisting group querying of sensors, routing and answering questions on 

the network coverage. Even collaboration depends upon node localization so 

that several other functions like signal processing, communication, time 

synchronization, sensors repositioning, energy savings, calibration, heuristics 

etc. could be accomplished. In most of the applications, the collected data by 

the network without the information of the location is not useful. There are a set 

of constraints related to localization which include: small size and limited power 

of sensor nodes, unreliable communication between nodes and limited 

communication between nodes in a close vicinity defined by the range of 

communication media. A range free, energy efficient technique for localizing 

nodes in a tree based structure has been suggested, in this paper. The proposed 

method utilizes two way message exchange distance estimation process for 
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calculating the distance between anchors and the root node. This distance 

estimation is further utilized for localizing all nodes in the tree based structure. 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks; localization; hop based; range free. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A wide variety of applications make use of wireless sensor networks to collect and 

manipulate sensitive data. These include target tracking, predictive maintenance, 

healthcare, environment monitoring and smart-homes [1-5]. WSNs are deployed in an 

adhoc manner and do not have any infrastructure requirements. Consequently, one of 

the major issues associated with such networks is identification of accurate position of 

nodes in the network. Localization in wireless sensor networks pertains to computation 

of position of nodes with respect to some coordinate system. 

The use of GPS receivers is one of the simplest ways of finding the accurate location 

of a node. However, it is not a feasible solution as it is expensive, requires high power 

consumption and is incompatible with small size of sensor nodes. Moreover, indoor and 

outdoor deployment issues can adversely affect GPS reception. Due to these limitations 

of GPS, a large number of methods to identify the location of nodes in WSNs have been 

suggested. The localization techniques in wireless sensor networks can be mainly 

classified as: centralized or distributed, range based or range free, anchor based or 

anchor free and fine grained or coarse grained. In centralized techniques, all 

calculations related to node localization are computed at a central place and then the 

results are sent to all the nodes in the network. On the contrary, in techniques which are 

distributed in nature, all the computations required to find the location of a node is done 

by the node itself. In anchor based approaches, position of few anchor nodes are known 

and these positions are used to find the locations of unknown nodes, whereas, in anchor 

free approaches, only relative position of unknown nodes is estimated. Range based 

approaches estimate either the distance or the angle between two nodes in order to find 

the location of sensor and require special hardware for the same, whereas, range free 

methods estimate the location of nodes using connectivity information. Fine grained 

approaches make use of received signal strength features for position estimation 

contrary to the coarse grained approaches [7-11]. 

Most of the localization algorithms are application specific and each has its advantages 

and limitations. Range free localization methods utilize network topology information 

for node localization. Although, range based approaches may be more accurate but 

range free approaches are preferred over them in many applications as they are 

economical and require no extra hardware [12]. The energy consumption is either same 

or better than the most of the other range based methods [10]. In this paper, a hop based 

distance estimation method for tree based networks is proposed. The method is suitable 
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for tree based networks and is more energy efficient as compared to other methods 

which are based on DV-Hop localization method. 

The organization of the remaining paper is as follows. The related work done in this 

area and the comprehensive explanation of the proposed system are covered under 

section II and section III, respectively. Section IV demonstrates working of the system 

with the help of an example followed by conclusion. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Due to extensive research conducted in the area pertaining to localization of nodes in 

wireless sensor networks, the amount of literature available is abundant. The 

categorization of the proposed work can be done under range free localization scheme. 

Consequently, literature review covers an overview of range free approaches. The 

popular range free distance measurement techniques include distance vector (DV) hop, 

hop terrain, centroid localization algorithms, approximate point in triangulation (APIT) 

and gradient algorithm [9]. In DV hop, firstly, each anchor node calculates the average 

hop distance from other two anchors and broadcasts it. The average hop distance is 

received by an unknown node from its nearest anchor. Using this distance and its hop 

distance from all the anchors, it calculates its distance from each one of them. Lastly, it 

estimates its coordinates through triangulation [12]. Hop terrain uses a similar approach 

as adopted by DV hop for initial distance estimation. After attaining an initial location 

on the basis of this initial distance estimation, it refines the estimated location by 

interchanging information amongst its neighbors in order to ensure location accuracy 

[12].In centroid localization algorithms, the location information of the anchors is 

broadcasted to the unknown nodes. An unknown node in the vicinity of anchors is the 

centroid of the polygon formed by several anchors [14-16]. In APIT, upon receiving 

beacon message from anchor node, the unknown node continuously performs a point 

in triangulation (PIT) in order to identify whether the anchors form a triangle or not. 

Once the triangle is formed, its center of gravity is calculated for estimating the position 

of the unknown node [17]. In gradient algorithm, the unknown node calculates the 

shortest path distance between itself and the anchor node, after receiving the beacon 

message from the anchor. Subsequently, this unknown node uses error estimation and 

multilateration to determine its location [18].  

DV hop algorithm estimates the coordinates of an unknown node in three phases. In the 

first phase, each anchor broadcasts its coordinates and hop distance is initialized to 1. 

At the end of each phase, each node has the minimum hop count to all anchor nodes. 

Secondly, each anchor calculates its average hop distance from the other two and 

broadcasts this information. Using the information in first two phases, each unknown 

node estimates its coordinates using triangulation. Several improvements have been 

suggested in one or more of these phases of DV hop algorithm to improve its accuracy.  
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Experimental and   simulation   results   have   shown   that localization accuracy can 

be improved in three ways. Firstly, by adopting a different average hop calculation 

method in phase 2, secondly, by using a different coordinate estimation method in phase 

3 and lastly, by changing the methods adopted in both phase 2 and phase 3 [19, 20, 23, 

26, 27, 30, 33]. However, their energy efficiency is same as classical DV-Hop algorithm 

as they also use the same flooding process in phase 1 and phase 2, in order to distribute 

information related to anchor coordinates in phase 1 and average hop size calculated by 

each anchor node in phase 2. Localization errors can also be reduced by deploying extra 

regulatory nodes in the network. These nodes calculate an error vector and broadcast 

hop distance and error vector to neighboring nodes using which they correct estimated 

coordinate location [21]. Another approach has been proposed to reduce errors by 

calculating the coordinates of the unknown nodes using centroid formula. This involves 

three additional steps [24]. By using an optimal number of anchor nodes in the sensing 

area, the accuracy can be improved. The authors suggest that initially each unknown 

node should calculate a threshold value say N. Subsequently, information collected 

from only N anchor nodes is used by each unknown node to estimate its location. Using 

more than N nodes have little effect on localization accuracy [22]. Several other 

approaches utilizing particle swarm optimization and mobile beacon node have been 

suggested in order to reduce localization error [23], [28-32], [34]. Some improved DV-

Hop algorithms have also reduced the energy consumption by eliminating the need of 

broadcasting average hop size by anchors. Thus, network is flooded only once when 

each anchor broadcasts its coordinates, initializing hop count value to 1. 

A close examination of these protocols reveals that energy consumption of APIT and 

gradient algorithm is low but their localization accuracy is also low [7]. Accuracy of 

both DV hop and centroid localization algorithms is average but they consume high 

energy. The reason being, in centroid localization algorithms, a large number of 

computations are involved in order to locate the position of the unknown node. The 

anchor nodes in DV hop algorithm flood the network multiple times leading to its high 

energy consumption and is suitable only for isotropic networks. The improvements in 

the DV-Hop are focused more on improving accuracy while energy consumption of 

most of them is same as the original DV-Hop algorithm. This is because they flood the 

network twice, firstly, to provide the coordinates of anchor nodes and secondly to 

provide average hop distance information to all nodes [37]. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK  

The proposed work is based on the assumption that the sensor network is organized as 

a hierarchical structure suggested in time synchronization algorithms, TPSN [36], 

TSRT [35] and TSTSP [37]. This has two implications. Firstly, there is only one node 

at level 0 which is referred to as root node of the tree. Root node selection process 
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depends on application requirements. Thus, root node may be randomly selected or a 

node with special characteristics may be designated as the root node. Secondly, node id 

of its parent is known to each anchor node. 

The proposed work utilizes the mechanism adopted for synchronizing the clocks in 

wireless sensor networks [35-37]. In this mechanism, root and child nodes in a tree 

synchronize themselves using two way message exchanges. The root node initiates 

these message interactions to calculate the propagation delay and clock drift between 

itself and its child nodes. Once these values are calculated, they are communicated to 

each child node so that their clocks can be synchronized. A brief summary of basic pair 

wise synchronization process adopted by these protocols is given as follows. 

The process is started by a sender node, say X, which sends a message containing its 

current timestamp T1 to node Y. Node Y receives the message at time T2 and replies 

with a message containing its current timestamp T3 and the time it had received the 

message from X i.e. its own T2. The sender node receives the message at time T4. At 

time T4, node X contains timestamps from T1 to T4 using which it calculates the 

propagation delay (Delaycurrent_level) and clock drift (Clock_Drift) using the equations 

(1) and (2), respectively. 

Node X sends these values to node Y using which node Y calculates its clock offset 

and corrects its clock. 

Delaycurrent_level = ((T2 – T1) + (T4 – T3)) / 2  (1) 

Clock_Drift = ((T2 – T1) + (T4 – T3)) / 2   (2) 

This process of calculating propagation delay using two way message exchanges, which 

is used for synchronizing the clocks, can also be adopted to estimate the distance 

between two nodes in wireless sensor networks. Signal propagation delay between two 

nodes can be calculated by using (1). Using this, distance between two nodes can be 

calculated as follows: 

Distancecurrent_level = v * Delaycurrent_level  (3) 

Here v is the signal propagation speed that is the speed of light in case of radio signals. 

This method of distance estimation would be referred as Message Exchange Distance 

Estimation Process (MEDEP), hereafter. 

The entire localization process consists of two phases. In the first phase, an anchor 

location table is created. This table contains distances of all nodes from the root node. 

Using this table, root node estimates its location. In the second phase, each unknown 

node performs MEDEP with its parent node in order to estimate its distance from 

parent. During MEDEP, the parent node supplies its anchor table to the communicating 

node. When the MEDEP is complete, the latter updates the distances of all the anchors 

with itself in the table. Finally, it can estimate its location using the updated table. 
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Initially, each anchor node starts MEDEP by unicasting ANCHOR message to its parent 

node at time T1. The parent node receives the message at time T2 and replies with the 

timestamp it had received the message i.e. T2 and its current timestamp corresponding 

to the time of its reply i.e. T3. The anchor node receives the message at time T4. At 

time T4, anchor calculates the propagation delay (Delaycurrent_level) and distance 

(Distancecurrent_level) using (1) and (3). The anchor node constructs a table and sends it 

to its parent node. 

This parent now sends an Anchor_Found message to its parent node at time T1 and 

starts MEDEP. Using message exchanges with its parent along with (1) and (3), it 

calculates the distance delay Distancecurrent_level between itself and the parent. After the 

MEDEP is over, this node updates the distances in the anchor table which it had 

received from its child anchor node and sends it to its parent node. This process of 

distance calculation and updation of anchor location table continues till table reaches 

the root node. A similar process for anchor table creation is adopted for other two 

anchors in the network. When the root node receives three tables from three different 

sources, it merges them into single anchor location table. The root node has distances 

from three different anchors, so it can estimate its location on the basis of these 

distances using triangulation or any other technique. This anchor table creation process 

and distance estimation of root can be done either during tree construction phase [37, 

38] or at a later time depending on the application. 

Any child node can estimate its distance with the root node by performing MEDEP with 

it, after the latter has constructed single anchor table and estimated its location. 

However, the content of message exchanges between each parent root node and its child 

nodes is different. 

The interaction between root and its immediate child node starts when an immediate 

child node sends LOC_BEGIN message to root at time T1 for estimating its position. 

After receiving the message at time T2, the root replies by sending its current timestamp 

i.e. time of reply T3, the time it had received the message from child node i.e. its own 

T2 and the anchor location table. Upon receiving the message at time T4, the child node 

can estimate its distance from its parent using equations (1) and (3). Then using this 

distance, it updates its anchor location table to find distances from all anchors so that it 

can estimate its location. All the child nodes at level 1 can estimate their coordinates 

using this procedure. 

All the child nodes at level 1 are also the root nodes for the nodes which are at the next 

level. Consequently, all the nodes in the next level can estimate their coordinates using 

the same procedure that was adapted by their respective parent nodes. This process is 

repeated for all the nodes at all the levels in the tree. 

When a child node receives the anchor table there can be two possibilities. First 

possibility is that an anchor exists in the subtree of the node which is estimating its 
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location. In this case, the child node will already have an anchor table which it had 

earlier supplied to its parent node. This child node compares child id field of its anchor 

table with the child id field of all rows in the table sent by root node. If it finds a row in 

which values of both fields is same, it subtracts the distance that was calculated using 

MEDEP with its parent node with hop distance from anchor field. For all the other rows 

where the values of both fields are different, it adds this distance to hop distance from 

anchor field in the table sent by the root node. Once the anchor table is updated, this 

child node has distances from all the anchors. 

Second possibility is contrary to the previous one. In this case, the child node performs 

MEDEP with its parent to calculate the distance between them. It then adds this distance 

with the distance from anchor field in all rows of the table which it had received from 

its parent node during MEDEP. 

 

IV. DEMONSTRATION OF HOP BASED DISTANCE ESTIMATION METHOD 

The working of hop based distance estimation method for tree based networks is 

explained with the help of a tree shown in figure 1. The number of nodes is larger in 

wireless sensor networks but for demonstration purpose the depth of the tree and 

number of nodes is confined to 4 and 16, respectively, in the example given below. 

Suppose K, G and D are the anchor nodes. Initially, each of these anchors send 

ANCHOR message to their respective parent nodes i.e. E, C and A, respectively. 

Anchor table construction process for all the three anchor nodes is demonstrated in this 

example. 

Initially, node K starts MEDEP with its parent node E in order to calculate the distance 

DEK between the two nodes. After MEDEP is complete, the anchor location table at K 

is shown in Table I. 

K transfers this table to E which further reconstructs the table after performing MEDEP 

with B. Anchor location table at E is shown in Table II. 

E transfers this table to B. Finally B performs MEDEP with A to reconstruct the table 

and transfer it to A. Anchor location table at node B and A, are shown in table III and 

IV, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Example Tree of Depth 3 Consisting of 16 Nodes 

 
TABLE I. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE K 

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id with  

with  

`  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

E 0 K DEK  

 

 
TABLE II. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE E 

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id with  

With  

  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

B DEK E DBE  

 

A 

B 

F

A

DC

G J H E I 

P ONML K 
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TABLE III. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE B 

 Hop    Hop  

    Distance  

 Distance     

Parent id  Child id with  

With   

    Parent  

 Anchor     

    Node  

      

A DBE + DEK   B DAB  

 

TABLE IV. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE A 

 

       

     Hop  

 Hop Distance  Child Distance  

Parent id  with  

with Anchor  Id  

  Parent  

      

     Node  

A DAB + DBE + DEK B 0  

 

Similarly, G starts MEDEP with its parent node C to calculate the distance DCG between 

two nodes. After MEDEP is complete, the anchor location table at G is shown in table 

V. 
TABLE V. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE G 

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id With  

With  

  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

C 0 G DCG  
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C also performs MEDEP with A and transfers its table to A. Table corresponding to C 

is shown in Table VI. The final table corresponding to anchor G available with root 

node is shown in table VII. 
 

TABLE VI. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE C 

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id With  

With  

  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

A DCG C DAC  

 
TABLE VII. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE A 

 Hop  Hop  

Parent id Distance Child id Distance  

With with 

Parent 

 

   

 Anchor  Node  

A DAC+DCG C 0  

 

The anchor tables corresponding to anchor D at node D and node A are shown in table 

VIII and IX, respectively. 
TABLE VIII. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE D 

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id with  

With  

  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

A 0 D DAD  
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TABLE IX. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE A     

 Hop  Hop  

  Distance  

 Distance   

Parent id Child id with  

With  

  Parent  

 Anchor   

  Node  

    

A DAD D 0  

 

After obtaining these tables, the root node now merges table IV, VII and IX, changes 

the fields of the tables it had received and creates a single anchor table which contains 

distances to all anchors as shown in table X. 
TABLE X. ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE CONTAINING DISTANCES TO ALL ANCHORS 

 

   Hop 

Distance 

with Parent 

Node 

Anchor 

id 

Hop Distance Anchor Parent 

with Anchor id 

   

A1 DAB + DBE + DEK B 0 

A2 DAC+DCG C 0 

A3 DAD D 0 

 

This table is broadcasted by root node to all its child node. Node B receives the table 

and since one anchor exists in the subtree of this node, it subtracts distance DAB from 

the hop distance with anchor field in the first row of the anchor location table and adds 

this distance to the other two rows to its anchor table in its existing anchor location 

table. Node B obtains this distance from its parent node using its earlier table. The 

anchor location table at node B is shown in Table XI.  

Node E also follows a similar process. The updated anchor table at node E is shown in 

Table XII. However in case of Node F, the process of updation of anchor table would 

be different as no anchor node is in the subtree of this node. Node F will not have an 

existing anchor table so it accepts the entire anchor location table. It then calculates its 

distance i.e. DBF with its parent node i.e. node B using MEDEP. Subsequently, it adds 

this distance to all the hop distances with anchor fields in all the rows of the anchor 

location table. The updated anchor table at node E is shown in table XIII. 
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TABLE XI. UPDATED ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE B 

   Hop 

Distance 

with 

Parent 

Node 

 

 Hop Distance Anchor Parent  

Anchor id  

with Anchor id  

  

    

    

A1 DBE + DEK B DAB  

A2 DAB +DAC+DCG C -  

A3 DAB + DAD D -  

 
TABLE XII. UPDATED ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE E 

   Hop  

Anchor Hop Distance with Anchor Parent Distance  

with  

Id Anchor Id  

Parent  

    

   Node  

A1 DEK E DBE  

A2 DBE  + DAB +DAC+DCG C -  

A3 DBE  + DAB + DAD D -  

 

TABLE XIII. UPDATED ANCHOR LOCATION TABLE AT NODE F 

   Hop  

Anchor Hop Distance with Anchor Parent Distance  

with  

id Anchor Id  

Parent  

    

   Node  

A1 DBF+ DBE + DEK B DBF  

A2 DBF  +DAB +DAC+DCG C -  

A3 DBF  + DAB + DAD D -  
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V. ANALYSIS 

In general, the accuracy of any localization algorithm increases with the increase in the 

number of anchor nodes in the network. However, this is not always true in case of DV-

Hop algorithm. Another variant of DV Hop is DV distance propagation method which 

utilizes RSSI based distance estimation method. In this method, distance between nodes 

is measured in meters rather than hops. Although RSSI based methods are economical 

as they do not require any extra hardware but they are not very accurate as radio 

propagation is susceptible to various disturbances. 

The proposed protocol utilizes the basic ideas of TPSN protocol for distance estimation. 

TPSN is a popular time synchronization protocol and uses two way message exchanges 

to synchronize a pair of nodes by calculating clock drift and propagation delay. This 

propagation delay can also be used to estimate the distance between two nodes. BBLP, 

continuous ranging protocol and optimized beacon protocol utilize a similar method for 

distance estimation. These protocols are based on the assumption that three anchors are 

deployed at the center of a 2D network, contrary to the proposed protocol in which the 

network is organized as a hierarchical tree based structure. Contrary to this, no 

assumption related to deployment of anchors is made. Therefore, the performance of 

BBLP, continuous ranging protocol and optimized beacon protocol is not evaluated. 

The performance of TPSN was evaluated on Berkley motes by Ganeriwal et al. [36]. 

The statistics reported error in magnitude only. The average error was found to be 17.61 

µs, 20.91 µs, 23.23 µs, 21.436 µs and 22.66 µs for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hop distances, 

respectively, whereas, in the worst case, error was 45.2 µs, 51.6 µs, 66.8 µs, 64 µs and 

73.6 µs for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hop distances respectively. In the best case scenario, error 

was 2.8 µs for 3 hops and 0 for all other distances. The basis of distance estimation 

technique suggested in the proposed protocol is based on TPSN’s two way message 

exchange method for calculating propagation delay. The experimental results of 

Ganeriwal et al. [36] show that the time estimation error was less than or equal to the 

average case error in 65% of the times. The accuracy of localization is directly related 

to time estimation error in the proposed protocol. The reason for this is that it involves 

propagation delay in order to calculate distance between nodes. So, reduction in timing 

errors would lead to higher localization accuracy. 

The proposed protocol is more energy efficient as compared to DV Hop and other 

protocols that utilize distance vector exchange to estimate the distance of nodes from 

anchors. This reduction in energy consumption is due to the fact that all the information 

related to anchors is routed through the root node. This approach is different from the 

one adopted by DV Hop and other protocols based on it. DV hop floods the network 

twice, firstly, to provide anchor coordinates and secondly, to provide correction factor 

to all nodes in the network. The performance evaluation of the proposed protocol is 

conducted for various trees. Table X1V along with Fig. 2 show the number of messages 

exchanged for various trees having depth two and different anchor locations. The results 
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for the tree configuration and anchor locations shown in Table XIV are similar to tree 

configuration shown in table XV. 

Similar evaluation was conducted for trees having depth three. Configuration, location 

of anchors at various levels in the tree and the number of message exchanges for one 

tree are shown in table XVI. It was observed that when anchors were located at level 1 

and level 2 only, the total number of message exchanges were similar to the results 

shown in table XIV and XV. However, when the anchors were located at level 2 and 

level 3, the results found were different as shown in table XVI and Fig. 3. The latter 

shows the number of messages exchanged for tree having depth three when the anchors 

were located at level 2 and level 3. 

 
TABLE XIV. CONFIGURATION, LOCATION OF ANCHOR NODES AND TOTAL NUMBER 

OF MESSAGES INVOLVED IN A TREE OF DEPTH 2 

(Level,   D M  D M  D M  D M  

Subtree  Total V Total V Total V  V  

Total E E E Total E  

No. No. H No. H No. H H  

No. of D D D No.   of D  

From of O of O of O O  

Nodes E E E Anchors E  

Left to Anchors P Anchors P Anchors P P  

 P P P  P  

Right)           

              

               

(1,1) 12 0   1   2   3    

(2,1) 9 1   1   1   0    

(2,2) 3 1 222 82 1 220 81 0 218 80 0 216 79  

(2,3) 4 1 0 0 0  

         

(2,4) 5 0   0   0   0    

(2,6) 2 0   0   0   0    
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TABLE XV. CONFIGURATION, LOCATION OF ANCHOR NODES AND TOTAL NUMBER 

OF MESSAGES INVOLVED IN A TREE OF DEPTH 2 

 

(Level, Total Total DV  Total   Total   Total    

Subtree  DVH

O 

   DVH   

Number Number HO MED Number MED Number DVHOP MED

E 

Number MED

E 

 

Number P OP  

of of P EP Of EP of  P of P  

From Left     

Nodes Anchors   Anchors   Anchors   Anchors    

to Right)          

              

               

(1,1) 19 0   1   2   3    

(2,1) 10 2 222 82 1 220 81 1 218 80 0 216 79  

(2,2) 6 1   1   0   0    

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. A Bar Graph Showing the Number of Anchors w.r.t. Number of Messages 

Exchanged for Distance Estimation in MEDEP and DV Hop for a Tree of Depth 2 
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TABLE XVI.CONFIGURATION, LOCATION OF ANCHOR NODES AND TOTAL NUMBER 

OF MESSAGES INVOLVED IN A TREE OF DEPTH 3 

 

 T T   T   T   T   T   T   T   T   T    

 o o   o   o   o   O   o   o   o   o    

 t t   t   t   t   T   t   t   t   t    

 a a   a   a   a   A   a   a   a   a    

 l l   l   l   l   L   l   l   l   l    

  N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N   N    

 N u   u   u   u   U   u   u   u   u    

(Level, u m D  m D  m D  m D  M D  m D  m D  m D  m D   

m b M b M b M b M B M b M b M b M b M  

Subtree V V V V V V V V V  

b e E e E e E e E e E e E e E e E e E  

Number H H H H H H H H H  

e r D r D r D r D r D r D r D r D r D  

From O O O O O O O O O  

r  E  E  E  E  E  E  E  E  E  

Left to  P  P  P  P  P  P  P  P  P  

 o P o P o P o P o P o P o P o P o P  

Right)            

o f   f   f   f   f   f   f   f   f    

                    

 f                             

  A   A   A   A   A   A   A   A   A    

  n   n   n   n   n   n   n   n   n    

 N c   c   c   c   c   c   c   c   c    

 o h   h   h   h   h   h   h   h   h    
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Fig. 3. Bar Graph Showing the Number of Anchors w.r.t. Number of Messages 

Exchanged for Distance Estimation in MEDEP and DV Hop for a Tree of Depth 3 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The basic characteristics of DV Hop algorithm is that it utilizes classical distance vector 

exchange using which all the nodes in the network calculate their distances from all the 

three anchors and estimate their location. Its major advantages are that it is simple and 

free from measurement errors. However, it is suitable only for isotropic networks and 

consumes high energy. The energy consumption of DV Hop is high as it requires the 

network to be flooded twice in order to provide the coordinates of anchors and the 

correction factor to all other nodes in the network. The proposed protocol presents a 

novel localization approach for tree based networks. It calculates the propagation delay 

using two way message exchanges and then calculates the distance using it. Once the 

distance of root node from all anchors is calculated, it is forwarded to all other nodes in 

the network. Thus, the network is flooded only once and requires lesser number of 

message interchanges, making the proposed protocol more energy efficient as 

compared to other protocols which make use of distance vector exchange method of 

estimating distance. Lesser number of message interchanges among nodes also reduces 

collisions in the network. It does not require extra hardware for localization of nodes 

and works with non isotropic networks contrary to the DV Hop propagation method. 
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